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Surface Characterization and Chemical Speciation of Adsorbed Iron(III) on
Oxidized Carbon Nanoparticles
Ajith Pattammattel, Valerie J. Leppert, [...], and Peggy A. O’Day

Abstract
Carbonaceous nanomaterials represent a significant portion of ultra-fine airborne particulate matter, and iron is

the most abundant transition metal in air particles. Owing to their high surface area and atmospheric oxidation,

carbon nanoparticles (CNP) are enriched with surface carbonyl functional groups and act as a host for metals

and small molecules. Using a synthetic model, concentration-dependent changes in the chemical speciation of

iron adsorbed on oxidized carbon surfaces were investigated by a combination of X-ray and electron

microscopic and spectroscopic methods. Carbon K-edge absorption spectra demonstrated that the CNP surface

was enriched with carboxylic acid groups after chemical oxidation but that microporosity was unchanged.

Oxidized CNP showed a high affinity for sorption of Fe(III) from solution (75–95% uptake) and spectroscopic

measurements confirmed a 3+ oxidation state of Fe on CNP irrespective of surface loading. The bonding of

adsorbed Fe(III) at variable loadings was determined by iron K-edge X-ray absorption spectroscopy. At low

loadings (3 and 10 µmol Fe/m  CNP), mononuclear Fe was octahedrally coordinated to oxygen atoms of

carboxylate groups. As Fe surface coverage increased (21 and 31 µmol Fe/m  CNP), Fe-Fe backscatters were

observed at interatomic distances indicating iron (oxy)hydroxide particle formation on CNP. Electron-donating

surface carboxylate groups on CNP coordinated and stabilized mononuclear Fe(III). Saturation of high-affinity

sites may have promoted hydroxide particle nucleation at higher loading, demonstrating that the chemical

form of reactive metal ions may change with surface concentration and degree of CNP surface oxidation.

Model systems such as those discussed here, with controlled surface properties and known chemical speciation

of adsorbed metals, are needed to establish structure-activity models for toxicity assessments of

environmentally relevant nanoparticles.

Graphical Abstract
Iron speciation on oxidized carbon nanoparticles changes with surface concentration
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Introduction
Inhalation of ultrafine particulate matter poses several chronic and acute health impacts.  Health risks

associated with particulate matter of aerodynamic diameters of a few micrometers (PM , PM ) and the risks

of acute lung inflammation to carcinogenicity have been assessed.  Because of their smaller size and high

reactive surface area, the purportedly greater health impacts of nanometer-sized particulate matter (ultrafine

fraction, <0.1 µm) have more recently been the focus of studies,  although their damaging effects were noted

over twenty years ago.  Toxicity studies of engineered nanomaterials support the hypothesis that ultrafine

particles have higher cellular uptake in model systems, although their uptake mechanisms are not well

established.  Many biological studies of nanoparticulates of anthropogenic and geogenic origin are aimed at

understanding mechanisms of toxicity using representative synthetic particle systems, rather than natural

materials, because of their availability and purity. Atmospheric oxidation, UV exposure, and deposition of

organic molecules and metals on particles affect their surface composition, morphology, and physiochemical

nature. The majority of toxicity studies, however, use model particles of a single composition (e.g., carbon or

SiO ), often without modification, which fails to capture the impact of compositional mixtures and surface

alterations typical of airborne particulate matter.

Carbon, in the form of nanoparticles from high temperature combustion and automobile emissions, is of

specific interest because it is a major component of ultrafine particulate pollution in air.  Carbon particulates

found as sub-µm sized aggregates of smaller graphitic spheres (10–40 nm)  are a common carrier of transition

metals,  polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAH),  and quinones.  Carbon nanoparticles (CNP) are commercially

synthesized by high temperature aromatization of fatty acids or fossil fuels. Ambient CNP are characterized by

being highly heterogeneous in size and chemical composition compared to synthetic CNP. Surface oxygen

functional groups (~2–10% oxygen) are generated on CNP by photochemical ozonolysis and other hydroxyl

radical-mediated reactions.  For example, Takahoma et al  examined atmospheric CNP (0.5–1 µm) using

Scanning Transmission X-ray Microscopy (STXM) and carbon K-edge X-ray Absorption Near-edge Structure

(XANES) spectroscopy, and confirmed the presence of carboxylic acid groups on the exterior of particles.

Oxidation of carbon surfaces induces changes in physiochemical properties of CNP specifically because of

electrostatic and steric interactions offered by carboxylic acid groups. Due to the large surface area and

negative charge on carboxylate groups, ambient CNP is a potential carrier for cations. Metals, metal ions,

and/or metal oxides are often chemisorbed or physiosorbed on ambient CNP. Analysis of ultrafine particles

collected from several locations showed that iron is the most abundant transition metal present in atmospheric

particles.  The presence of hematite, magnetite, maghemite, and metallic iron phases were reported in

urban PM (0.1 to 2.5 µm), which is mainly from industrial or transportation sources.

The cytotoxicity and inflammation of iron associated with CNP have been investigated previously. For

example, a prior study demonstrated that the presence of Fe(III) (100 µM) and Printex 90 (15 µg/mL), a

commonly used synthetic surrogate for CNP, in cell culture media increased oxidative stress signals by 3–4

times compared to CNP alone.  However, oxidation of the fluorescent reporter dye is often misinterpreted in

studies as representing the generation of oxygen-derived oxidizing species, but is actually a measure of iron-

dependent dye oxidation.  Waldman et al.  investigated the inflammatory responses of human
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macrophages and epithelial cells from exposure to hydrothermally synthesized CNP that contained 3–7 %

surface iron by mass, as measured by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and elemental analysis from

scanning electron microscopy (Fe(II)/Fe(III) = 3/7). At nontoxic particle doses (0–25 µg/cm ), they found that

iron-containing particles induced cytokine production about 5–10 times more than that of CNP without iron.

They attributed the inflammatory response from these particles to the presence of Fe(II) that generated

hydroxyl radicals via Fenton chemistry.  We previously demonstrated the effect of surface-adsorbed iron on

engineered silica micro/nano particles to induce inflammatory responses using human-derived THP-1

macrophages.  In contrast, a recent study noted that catalytic iron impurities in carbon nanotubes had a

negligible role in the cytotoxicity induced by the particles.  Differences in cell response from exposure to

iron-CNP observed in prior studies suggest that iron oxidation state, chemical form, and bonding to

nanocarbon surfaces influences the biochemical pathway and response mechanism.

Here, we designed and characterized a synthetic CNP system involving surface oxidation and iron deposition

intended to simulate an atmospheric particle system. We investigated surface oxidation of synthetic CNP by

strong acid as a reasonable modification to match the surface chemistry and physiochemical properties of

ambient particles. The chemistry of surface-adsorbed iron on CNP and changes in iron speciation with surface

loading under environmentally relevant conditions have not been previously investigated. In this study, the

nature of the carbon surface and chemical speciation and structure of surface-adsorbed iron were examined

from bulk to nanoscale dimensions using electron and X-ray spectro-microscopy techniques to produce well-

characterized particles with known surface properties and iron speciation.

Materials
The sources and properties of four different synthetic CNP are listed in Table 1. Potassium iron (III) trisoxalate

(K Fe(C O )  or K Fe(ox) ), trace metal grade HNO  and H O  (30% v/v in water) were purchased from

Fisher Scientific. FeCl 6H O, hematite (α-Fe O ), and iron(III) acetylacetonate (Fe(acac) ) were received

from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). Amorphous hydrous ferric oxide (HFO: Fe(OH) . nH O) was

synthesized by following the reported method.  Stainless steel nanoparticles were purchased from US

Research Nanomaterials, Inc. (Houston, TX, USA). All washing and dilutions were done in milli-Q (18

mΩ.cm) pure water.

Table 1.

Properties of carbon nanoparticles.

Methods

Oxidation of CNP and Fe Sorption:
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Carbon nanoparticles were oxidized using concentrated nitric acid treatment.  One gram CNP was refluxed

with 10 mL trace metal-free concentrated HNO  at ~80°C for ~12 h. Excess acid was removed by

centrifugation at 14000 rpm for 90 minutes, and the pellet was washed and separated by centrifugation. The

pellet was washed further until the pH of the dispersion was near neutral. To remove the larger particles the

suspension was centrifuged at 3000 rpm for one hour and the pellet was discarded. The final concentration was

calculated by taking the dry weight (60°C, oven) of a known volume of the dispersion. The resulting

suspensions were stable for 2–3 months in water at room temperature without visible precipitation. Deposition

of iron onto the oxidized surfaces of CNP was performed according to a published protocol with minor

modifications.  All the sorption experiments were carried out ultrapure water (18.2 mΩ cm) and no buffers

were used to avoid any interference from other ions. A calculated amount of FeCl  solution (1 mM, pH ~ 3)

was added to the CNP dispersion to reach a final [Fe(III)] concentration from 0.5 to 1000 µM in N  purged

water. After equilibrating the CNP dispersion (pH ~ 4–7) with Fe(III) solutions for 12 h on a rotating shaker

(40 rpm), pH was adjusted slowly to 7–7.5 using dilute NaOH to avoid precipitation of ferric hydroxide,

followed by another 12 h equilibration. Next, the dispersion was centrifuged at 14000 rpm for 90 minutes to

separate the insoluble particles, and washed with MilliQ water and centrifuged for three more times. The final

pellet was kept in an oven at ~40°C until completely dried. No visual precipitation of iron oxide particles was

observed under these conditions.

Inductively Coupled Plasma - Optical Emission Spectrometry (ICP-OES) analysis:

The amount of iron adsorbed onto CNP was determined by total sample digestion and measurement of total

iron; uptake from solution was calculated by difference. For digestion, CNP samples (~50 mg) were reacted in

Teflon tubes with 4 mL H O  (30% v/v) for 12 h and then 4 mL trace metal-free conc. HNO  was added.

Samples were digested by microwave (Anton Paar Multiwave 3000; 50 min, 160 °C, 18 atm) to ensure the

complete dissolution of iron from the particles.  Digested samples were transferred to 50 mL Falcon tubes

followed by rinsing the Teflon vessels three times with water. Filtered samples were diluted to 10 mL (5%

HNO ) and measured for total Fe by ICP-OES (Perkin-Elmer Optima 5300 DV). Calibration standards for Fe

were prepared from a purchased standard solution (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) and a linear calibration

plot (R  = 0.99) was obtained from 5 to 5000 ppb. The method detection limit for Fe was measured as 3 ppb,

and the relative standard deviation (RSD) of the measurements were 0.3 to 5%. Total Fe concentration was

normalized to sample particle surface area using the measured BET surface area.

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM):

Morphology and size distribution of the CNP were examined by a JEOL JEM-2011 transmission electron

microscope (Peabody, MA, USA) equipped with a LaB  filament, operated at 200 kV accelerating voltage. A

dilute solution of CNP (~ 20 µg/mL, 2 µL) was dropped onto a holey carbon-coated Cu-mesh grid (400 mesh,

Ted Pella, Redding, CA, USA) and dried under vacuum (>12 hours) immediately prior to imaging. Scanning

transmission electron microscopy (STEM) and elemental mapping using energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy

(EDXS) were performed in a Philips CM200/FEG instrument operated at 200 kV and equipped with an

Oxford INCA detector with energy resolution of 136 eV for Mn K-alpha radiation. Electron energy-loss
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spectroscopy (EELS) of the Fe L-edge was performed at 0.2 eV/channel dispersion using a Tridiem  Gatan

imaging filter (GIF) on an F20 UT Tecnai microscope (200 kV), equipped with high-angle annular dark-field

(HAADF) and bright-field (BF) detectors. The spectral resolution of EELS was 0.5 eV, measured from the full

width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the zero-loss peak. The EELS collection and convergence angle were 42

mrad and 12 mrad, respectively. The continuum background of the EELS spectra was subtracted by following

Egerton’s power law method over a ~25 eV range in the pre-edge region (~50 eV below the edge).  For

acquisition of carbon maps and EELS, particles in a hole are preferred to avoid background from the holey

carbon film. Energy-loss spectra from several regions were collected, aligned, and summed for comparison

with the reference compounds.

Scanning Transmission X-ray Microscopy (STXM):

Synchrotron X-ray STXM studies were done at the Canadian Light Source (CLS Beamline 10ID-1, Saskatoon,

Canada) and the Advanced Light Source (Beamline 5.3.2.2, Berkeley, CA) designed for soft X-ray microscopy

at ambient conditions. Samples were prepared by drop-casting the nanoparticle solution (~ 20 µg/mL) onto a

0.5×0.5 mm silicon nitride membrane (100 nm thick, Norcada, Edmonton, Canada). Data were acquired in

transmission X-ray mode using a ~30 nm spot size under He atmosphere (1/6 atm, room temperature). X-ray

absorption spectra were obtained by subtracting the intensity of a particle-free region on the membrane (I )

from particle intensity (I) in the same image (expressed as optical density = log(I /I)). I  were collected from

minimum absorbing regions (pixels) in the STXM image at the absorption edge, which showed maximum

contrast. The spectral data were analyzed using aXis2000 and MANTiS 2.3.02 programs available online.

The images were realigned before calculating the full spectra from the stack plots. All pixels in the absorbing

regions are integrated to obtain the spectra. Cluster analysis was used to group image stacks with similar

spectroscopic signatures. The cluster identification procedure uses principal component analysis (PCA) to find

the pixels with similar weightings of the eigenspectra. The recommended method from the developers for

cluster analysis is followed here to identify the statistically significant regions in the image. The estimations

are started to identify about 6 different regions in the image and the number of possible regions are reduced

after manually inspecting the spectral features.

Synchrotron X-ray Spectroscopy (XAS): Microfocused and bulk:

X-ray absorption spectra at the Fe K-edge were collected on iron-coated CNP at ambient conditions using

synchrotron X-ray radiation (beam current 500 mA) at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource

(SSRL). For microfocused X-ray fluorescence (XRF) and X-ray absorption near-edge structure (XANES) data

collection, a particle suspension (10 mg/mL) was air-dried on a Teflon filter (>12 h) and mounted on a sample

holder. Data were collected at beamline 2–3 at room temperature using a 2×2 µm spot size, achieved by a

Kirkpatrick-Baez mirror system. Iron-containing particles were located by Fe XRF mapping over a large area

(~350 × 350 µm, 25 s dwell time). XANES spectra at individual spots were collected using a fluorescence

detector (Vortex 2X), and three scans were collected and averaged manually.

Iron K-edge extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) spectra were collected in bulk mode on
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beamline 4–1 with a Si(220) monochromator crystal and a beam size of 1×4 or 1×2 mm. Samples were in Al

sample holders, sealed with sulfur-free tape, and held in a liquid nitrogen cryostat during data collection.

Energy was calibrated using an Fe metal foil with the first inflection on the absorption edge set to 7112.0 eV.

Spectra were collected in fluorescence using a solid-state Ge detector (Canberra) with a Mn filter and Soller

slits, to reduce background noise. Reference compounds (Fe(III) acetylacetonate, (Fe(acac) ) and potassium

Fe(III) oxalate, (K Fe(ox) ), and hydrous ferric oxide (HFO) were diluted with a calculated amount of

amorphous boron nitride powder to have 10% transmittance of the X-ray beam. Spectra were collected at

liquid N  temperature using a fluorescence PIPS detector. SIXpack  and Athena/Artemis  software packages

were used for data processing, background subtraction, normalization, and spectral fits. Theoretical phase shift

and amplitude functions were calculated for scattering paths in Fe(acac) , K Fe(ox) , and goethite (α-

FeO(OH)), which was used to fit the experimental amorphous hydrous ferric oxide (HFO) spectrum, using

FEFF 8.2  using interatomic distances from known crystal structures. Non-linear least-squares fits to the

experimental spectra of the reference compounds were used to estimate Debye-Waller factors (σ ) for

absorber-backscatterer pairs of known number of backscatterers (N). The experimental EXAFS spectra of

CNP/Fe were fit using Fe-O and Fe-C scattering paths from Fe(III) acetyl acetonate with interatomic distances

(R) and number of backscatterers (N) varied, and σ  fixed for each path; energy shift (ΔE ) was linked as a

single adjustable parameter for all shells. Error estimates of fitted parameters are: R – ±0.0.1 Å, N and σ  –

±15% for the first coordination shell. For outer shells, R – ±0.0.2 Å, N and σ  - ±25%. 

Results

Aggregate Size and Surface Area of CNP

The effect of oxidation on aggregate stability and size distribution of aqueous CNP dispersions was examined

by measuring particle hydrodynamic size (Figure 1A). All CNP types formed stable aqueous suspensions after

HNO  treatment. The mean hydrodynamic size of oxidized CNP was about 170–400 nm for all types, whereas

the unoxidized particles could not be measured by dynamic light scattering (DLS) due to poor dispersity. Note

that DLS measured the size of aggregated particles but not the diameter of individual carbon spheres (20–50

nm).

Figure 1.

a. size distribution of oxidized m120 cnp dispersed in deionized water from dls measurement. b.

distribution of largest dimension of oxidized m120 aggregates measured from tem images. c-f.

nitrogen gas adsorption isotherms (at 77 k) of carbon nanoparticles ...

Changes in surface area and microporosity of CNP after oxidation were examined from N  adsorption

measurements. Table 1 summarizes the surface properties determined by fitting N  adsorption data to BET and

BJH models. Both oxidized and untreated CNP resulted in type II-like isotherms corresponding to a nonporous
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surface (Figure 1.C-F).  The isotherm data suggests that overall surface properties of the particles were not

affected strongly by oxidation, but changes in specific surface area and pore dimensions were observed in BET

and BJH results. The surface areas of M120 and CB CNP were increased from ~30 m /g to ~50 m /g after

nitric acid oxidation, probably due to the disintegration of aggregated and agglomerated particles. This

increase corresponded with an increase in average pore width from ~30 nm to ~40 nm (SI Table S1). In

contrast, the surface areas of P90 (~300 m /g) and VXC72 CNP (~230 m /g) decreased after oxidation (265

and 170 m /g, respectively). The surface area decrease was probably due to a reduction of average pore width

from 17 to 11 nm for P90 particles after oxidation. Interestingly, the average pore width of VXC72 particles

showed a three-times increase after oxidation (from 12 to 36 nm). In VXC72, the particles are vulcanized

carbon particles, hence the increase in pore size can be attributed to the loss of sulfur from the carbon surface

by nitric acid oxidation. The decrease in surface area may be attributed to the loss of free space (intraparticle-

voids) in the agglomerate after particle dispersion during oxidation. Analyses of N  adsorption showed that

CNP surfaces lack microporosity and therefore reaction with iron solutions would coat iron onto the surfaces,

rather than trapping it in pores.

Particle Size and Morphology of CNP

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of all unoxidized particles showed highly aggregated µm-

sized clusters, whereas oxidized CNP were discrete aggregates of particles about 100–300 nm in size (Figure 2

). The size and shape of the primary particles did not change after oxidative treatment. The statistical

distribution of aggregate size (largest dimension was measured) was estimated to be 250(±110) nm from TEM

images (Figure 1.B). The aggregate size of dried particles is expected to be smaller than the hydrated

aggregate particle size measured from DLS experiments. The size distribution of oxidized CNP was below

~500 nm, which is in the size range of ambient CNP observed in microscopy images in other studies.

Figure 2.

a-d. representative tem images of the four different cnp after surface oxidation showing primary

spheres (~15–50 nm) merged to form submicron-size aggregates.

Surface Chemistry of Oxidized CNP

Among the four CNP types, M120 showed homogenous 30–50 nm spherical primary spheres (low neck

formation) in the TEM images and was selected for in-depth characterization of surface chemistry. Particle

imaging with STXM and C and O K-edge XANES was used to identify the functional group distribution on

carbon surfaces before and after oxidation. Significant differences were observed in C XANES spectra in

STXM studies after CNP oxidation. The particles showed the highest contrast at the absorption energy for C

(285.2 eV, Figure 3.A & B) compared to the pre-absorbing energy range, confirming the location of carbon-

rich areas. and XANES from 270 to 320 eV showed characteristic absorption features corresponding to C

bonds. Oxidized M120 showed spectral signatures for aromatic carbon (sp ) at 285.5 eV, carboxylic acid or
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carboxylate groups at 288.5 eV and carbon σ* resonance at about 295 eV (Figure 3.C). Unoxidized M120

particles showed aromatic carbon resonance at 285.2 eV, similar to the oxidized CNP, but the carboxylic acid

absorbance feature was absent. Characteristic absorption peaks for alcohol, phenols, and ketones at 286.5–

286.7 eV  were not observed in the XANES and suggest that the surface is enriched mostly by carboxylic

groups, although a minor fraction of other functional groups cannot be ruled out. Note that the aromatic C

absorbance (at 285 eV) shifted about 0.2 eV higher after oxidation, indicating an increase in sp  carbon

bonds.  To further confirm the oxygenation of CNP, O K-edge (1s) XANES spectra exhibited peaks at 531.5

eV (C=O), and 540 eV (σ* resonance) associated with oxygen functional groups (Figure 3.D). Poor absorption

of unoxidized particles at O K-edge was also noticed. A cluster analysis of the STXM data of oxidized M120

CNP at the C K-edge was used to spatially identify regions of similar absorbance intensity, based on the eigen

score of the locations from the PCA analysis. Both strongly absorbing regions (Figure 3.E, blue area) and

regions of lower absorbance (Figure 3.E, green region) had identical spectral absorbance features (Figure 3.F)

implying a uniform chemical distribution at the sub-micrometer level. A weak spectrum from the red region is

due to the averaging of background pixels and weakly absorbing particle clusters in this region during

clustering of pixels with eigen scores within specific limits (red is the minimum score region). Similarly, C

XANES of oxidized P90 particles showed spectra similar to oxidized M120, suggesting that the oxidation

procedure had the same effect on different types of CNP (Figure 3 G & H).

Figure 3.

stxm images of a. oxidized m120 cnp and b. unoxidized (pristine) m120 at the carbon k absorption

edge. c. carbon k-edge xanes before and after oxidation of m120 cnp (spectra collected from

absorbing (dark) regions in a and b); shaded bands indicate the ...

In support of the STXM analyses, STEM images and electron energy-loss spectra (STEM-EELS) of the C K-

edge were collected from CNP (Figure 4). EELS of oxidized M120 CNP showed strong π* and σ* resonance

attributed to sp  carbons, but the energy resolution of EELS was lower than that of STXM and spectral

features were not as well resolved (Figure 4B). Elemental carbon and oxygen maps (from STEM-EDS) of

oxidized M120 particles confirmed surface oxidation at an individual particle level (Figure 4C). Quantitative

analysis of STEM-EDS maps showed 80–85% C and 13–18% O as major components. Therefore, both STXM

and STEM-EDS data confirmed the generation of oxygen functional groups on CNP surfaces after nitric acid

treatment.

Figure 4.

a. stem image of oxidized m120 cnp. b. carbon eels from the box marked in a; shaded bands show

the energy range for π* and * resonances. c. stem-eds fluorescence maps showing the distribution

of c and o atoms in the box marked in the stem image. ...
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Iron Adsorption on CNP Surfaces

The ability of oxidized CNP surfaces to adsorb Fe(III) was examined in bulk uptake experiments for all four

CNP samples. The amount of iron coated on oxidized CNP was controlled by changing the solution

concentration of Fe(III) ([Fe]) and pH (Figure 5). The amount of adsorbed iron measured on CNP was

proportional to the solution concentration, indicating a high surface affinity for Fe(III). For comparison, Fe(III)

adsorption to unoxidized M120 CNP (SI Figure S1A) at low concentrations were performed, which shows

similar adsorption behavior at low concentrations (>50 µM, but tend to saturate at about 6 µmol/m . Iron

sorption was linear with respect to solution concentration and about ~95% of iron in solution was adsorbed by

all CNP types up to 200 µM [Fe]. Experiments with oxidized M120 CNP at higher solution iron concentrations

(500 µM and 1000 µM), showed non-linearity with respect to surface concentration and about 65% of iron in

solution was adsorbed to CNP at 1000 µM [Fe] (Figure 5). The adsorption data for M120/Fe was fitted to

Freundlich adsorption model (Figure S1B). Langmuir model fits showed linear behavior, suggesting was the

adsorption behavior is well below the plateaus.

Figure 5.

total iron concentration ([fe]) of fe-reacted carbon nanoparticles (cnp) compared to total [fe]

measured in reactant solutions for all four cnp at low solution concentrations (inset) up to [fe] =

200 µm; oxidized m120 particles were also studied ...

Examination by STEM of one sample after iron coating at a surface coverage of 10 µmol / m  (M120–10Fe)

showed that particle morphology did not change compared with uncoated particles (Figure 6). Elemental

mapping by STEM/EDS showed the presence of trace iron on oxidized CNP particles, although the amount

was too low for quantitative analysis (Figure 6B). These observations suggest that Fe was dispersed on CNP

surfaces and did not substantially change CNP bulk surface properties.

Figure 6.

oxidized and fe-coated cnp sample m120/10fe. tem bright-field images. b. stem dark-field image and

elemental maps of c, o, and fe from eds.

Speciation of Iron on CNP Surfaces

Iron L-edge EELS and XANES. Oxidized M120 CNP was selected to examine the chemical speciation and

bonding of iron as a function of surface loading by analysis of both Fe L-edge (STEM-EELS and STXM-

XANES) and K-edge (synchrotron XAS) spectra. Spatially resolved STEM-EELS and STXM-XANES studies

were performed for the sample at 10 µmol/m  Fe/CNP (M120–10Fe) surface coverage. Typically, iron L-edge
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EELS shows two energy loss peaks (L  at ~710 eV and L  at ~720 eV) that are an indicator of the oxidation

state of iron. Compared with reference standards of known oxidation state using EELS, the energy position

and intensity of Fe L-edge features of M120/200Fe were similar to hematite (α-Fe O ) and HFO (am-

Fe(OH) ) spectra acquired under similar conditions, indicative of Fe(III)-oxygen bonding, and different from

reference compound spectra containing Fe(II) and Fe(0) (Figure 7A). Analysis of M120/200Fe using STXM

showed the presence of iron on CNP surfaces using the difference in absorption below and above the Fe L-

edge (Figure 7B). Compared with the same reference compounds used for EELS, the STXM-XANES

spectrum of the sample was more similar to HFO and hematite spectra in the energy and intensity of the

absorption peaks compared with the peak position and shape of Fe(II) and Fe(0) reference compound spectra,

which were considerably different (Figure 7B). Note that the spatial resolution of STXM is much lower (~30

nm), and that the XANES spectrum was averaged over a greater area (~6 × 6 µm), compared with STEM-

EELS (~0.5 nm resolution, spectrum over ~20 nm area). However, the energy resolution of L-edge spectra was

higher for STXM (~0.2 eV) than for EELS (~0.5 eV), and spectra showed fine-scale absorption features that

were not resolved in EELS. Both sets of data, with different spatial and energy resolution, indicated that Fe on

CNP surfaces maintained its Fe(III) oxidation state and was most similar to Fe(III) coordinated by oxygen

atoms.

Figure 7.

oxidized and fe-coated cnp sample m120/10fe. a. stem-dark field image and corresponding fe l-

edge eels compared with fe reference compounds of different oxidation state. b. stxm fe l-edge

energy difference map (pre-edge map at 700 ev subtracted from maximum ...

Iron K-edge XANES and EXAFS. To further investigate the coordination environment of Fe on CNP surfaces, Fe

K-edge XAS, including XANES and quantitative EXAFS analysis, was done on samples over a range of iron

surface coverages. The chemical environment of adsorbed iron was compared to that of three representative

Fe(III) reference compounds with bonding environments similar to that of the CNP/Fe samples (Table 2). At

surface coverages of 3 and 10 µmol/m  (M120–3Fe and M120–10Fe), bulk XANES were nearly identical,

indicating a similar coordination environment (Figure 8A). For M120–10Fe, the bulk XANES spectrum was

compared with microfocused XANES collected with a 2 µm spot size. Both were identical, indicating

homogeneity of the microscale chemical environment of Fe coating on CNP. Moreover, the XANES features

were similar to that of the reference compound Fe(acac) . As the iron coating increased to ~21 µmol/m

(M120–21Fe), XANES features showed noticeable differences from that of M120–10Fe, indicating a change

in the coordination environment of iron. The XANES features were nearly identical for the next higher iron

coating, ~31 µmol/m  (M120–31Fe). Both M120–21Fe and M120–31Fe XANES showed a shoulder peak

~7150 eV similar to the spectrum of HFO, which is indicative of iron (hydr)oxide formation (Figure 8A).

Similar to Fe spectra at lower surface coverage, microfocused XANES of M120–31Fe was identical to the

bulk spectrum.
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Figure 8.

iron k-edge x-ray absorption spectra of oxidized and fe-coated cnp (m120) as a function of fe

surface coverage compared with fe(iii) reference spectra (hydrous ferric oxide: hfo; fe(iii)

acetylacetonate: fe(acac)3; potassium fe(iii) oxalate: k3fe(ox)3. ...

Table 2.

Fit parameters of Fe K-edge EXAFS over k = 2–11 Å .

To evaluate the chemical structural environment of iron on CNP, bulk EXAFS were analyzed for bond

distances (R) and coordination numbers (N) in Fe/CNP samples and reference compounds. The reference

compounds K Fe(ox)  and Fe(acac)  are monomeric octahedral Fe(III) complexes with Fe-O bond distances at

~2.0 Å (Table 2). Both complexes have three bidentate dicarbonyl ligands bonding with the Fe center. Due to

the vicinal carboxylate groups in the oxalate ligand, 5-membered rings are formed with Fe in K Fe(ox)  (SI

Figure S2B). The acetylacetonate ligand has a carbon atom (-CH -) separating the carbonyl groups, leading to

a 6-membered ring geometry with the Fe center (SI Figure S2A). Fits to the experimental EXAFS spectra were

consistent with distances calculated from their known crystal structures (Figure 8; EXAFS and FT spectra of

the model compounds with deconvoluted paths are presented in SI Figure S2.). Second-shell Fe-C atoms in

Fe(acac)  were fit at a longer R than K Fe(ox)  due to the expansion of the cyclic structure from a 5- to a 6-

membered ring (Table 1). In Fe(acac)  Fe-C backscattering from the –CH  group separating the carbonyl

groups was fit at R=3.28 Å (N=3), and this path was absent in K Fe(ox)  as expected. Due to the cyclic

geometries, multiple-scattering paths were present in both complexes that corresponded to Fe-C-O or Fe-O-C

triangular paths. The EXAFS spectrum of HFO (amorphous) was fit using Fe-O and Fe-Fe paths taken from

crystalline goethite (α-FeO(OH)),  following prior studies.  The HFO EXAFS spectrum was fit assuming

octahedral coordination by oxygen atoms (R = 1.98 Å) and two shells of more distant Fe atoms (Table 2).

The spectral similarities and differences noted in the XANES region of the spectra are reflected in EXAFS.

The EXAFS spectra of Fe/CNP were dominated by the Fe-O scattering of the first coordination shell, with

fitted interatomic Fe-O ranging from R = 1.93 to 2.01 Å (SI Figure S3, Table 2), which is consistent with

octahedral coordination of Fe(III) by oxygen atoms for all samples. Resolving the second shell is critical to

identifying differences in bonding of Fe on CNP surfaces. At the lowest Fe coating (3 µmol/m ), C

backscattering atoms were fit at average R = 2.92 Å and N = 1.3. At the next highest Fe loading (~10

µmol/m ), C atoms were fit at average R = 2.99 Å and N = 1.86. In addition, a third shell of C atoms was fit at

R = 4.36 Å and N = 3.5. For these two Fe/CNP spectra at lower Fe surface coatings, the atom geometries

around Fe were more similar to that of Fe(acac)  than to K Fe(ox)  In particular, Fe-C backscattering was fit

at R = 2.92 and 2.99 Å compared with R = 2.98 Å for Fe(acac) . As the Fe loading increased (21 µmol/m ),
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two shells of second-neighbor Fe-Fe backscattering were observed in addition to Fe-C backscattering (

Figure 8, Table 2). This spectrum has both Fe(acac)  and HFO signatures, but the strong Fe-Fe backscattering

dominates over Fe-C backscattering. At the highest Fe surface coverage (31 µmol/m ), the EXAFS spectrum

was fit with only second-neighbor Fe-Fe backscattering shells and fit results were very similar to those

determined for the HFO reference spectrum. The SEM images of M120/31Fe show clusters or islands of Fe

coating on CNP at nanoscale resolution (SI Figure S4).

Discussion

Morphology and Surface Properties of CNP

Reactions on carbon surfaces in the atmosphere create functional groups that change their physio-chemical

properties.12 Highly reactive oxidative radicals in the gas phase generate carboxylic acid or carboxylate,

carbonyl, and hydroxyl groups on carbon surfaces.  In this study, oxidation of CNP was simulated using a

chemical oxidant in solution. Strong oxidation with nitric acid did not affect the bulk surface properties of the

CNP to a large extent. Evidence for nanopores was not observed in electron micrographs, which is consist with

the type-II isotherms (nonporous surfaces) determined from N  adsorption. Among the four types of CNP, both

increases and decreases in bulk surface area were observed. Increases in available surface area after de-

aggregation increased the measured surface area of CNP, but decreases in void space with decrease in

aggregate size caused reduction in total surface area.  When primary particle size was 30–100 nm, bulk

surface area increased after oxidation, and when individual particle size was smaller (15–30 nm), reduction of

voids decreased the overall surface area due to less particle aggregation. TEM images confirmed that after

oxidation, the aggregates have fewer numbers of particles and voids compared to unoxidized CNP. Also, no

primary particle porosity was observed in HR-TEM images, so the observed pore widths must come from the

voids.

Primary spheroids (20–50 nm) of CNP aggregate to form coalesced particles that are either physically bound

or merged (neck formation). This characteristic shape is referred as the ‘aciniform’ morphology that resembles

‘a cluster of grapes’.  The introduction of ionizable, charged carboxylic acid groups reduced inner particle

interactions and thereby reduced agglomeration. Hydrogen bonding with water molecules facilitated the

solvation of the surface and resulted in a highly stable aqueous CNP dispersion with 100–300 nm aggregate

size. An oxidation-induced, 6–7 days long transformation from a hydrophobic to hydrophilic surface was

previously noted for ambient CNP.42 This slow transition suggests that the initial atmospheric oxidation

process does not appreciably improve the wettability of the particles and as oxidation progresses, highly polar,

negatively charged carboxylate groups (at neutral pH) are generated.

As shown by STXM and C XANES, carboxylic acid or carboxylate groups dominated on CNP surfaces after

nitric acid treatment and followed by the removal of the acid residues, compared with unoxidized CNP spectra

that showed only a strong aromatic carbon resonance absorption. Other carbonyl or hydroxyl groups were not

detected from C XANES after oxidation. Atmospherically aged black carbon particles likely have diverse

surface functional groups that vary with the aging time, but prior studies of particles collected from different
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locations showed that particle exteriors were enriched with carboxylic acid or carboxylate groups.13  This

could be due to the secondary oxidation of aldehyde and hydroxyl to carboxylic acid.42 The polarity of

surface carboxylate groups on CNP helped to disperse CNP in aqueous solutions (near neutral pH) and

maintain particle dispersion. Nitric acid oxidation treatment of engineered graphitic surfaces are routinely

done for toxicity assays of carbon nanotubes and graphene.  Similar acid oxidation treatments can be easily

executed to generate model CNP with carboxylate as the dominant type of surface functional group for toxicity

assessments.

Chemical Environment of Iron on CNP Surfaces

Carbon nanoparticles are a key transporter of iron in the air, where the association of iron occurs either during

its formation from biomass or fossil fuels, or by association with iron-bearing particles and chemical alteration

in a hydrated atmosphere.  The chemical environment of iron on CNP surfaces can be changed by repeated

wetting and drying, and by the presence of acids in which iron solubility is higher.  Global iron

concentrations in air vary from 0.001 to 10 µg/m .  Considering an average PM concentration of 100 µg/m ,

average iron can be up to 10% of the total PM. The maximum iron surface coverage (M120/31Fe) in our

experiments was about 3% by weight of CNP and therefore representative of average iron levels in PM. In this

study, iron deposition onto CNP from solution and drying mimicked hydrated atmospheric processing from

acid to near-neutral pH and provided information about the affinity of abundant and soluble Fe(III) for CNP

surfaces. In PM, organic molecules are typically complex mixtures of different compounds with surface

carboxylate groups originating from combustion and secondary oxidation processes,  which provide

sorption sites for iron. In our model system, Fe L- and K- edge absorption spectra (XANES and EELS) at

different spatial resolutions demonstrated that surface iron maintained its Fe(III) oxidation state (at least 95%

of total Fe)39 and was not reduced to lower oxidation states (see SI Figure S5). Mapping by STEM-EDS

showed weak and dispersed iron fluorescence on particle surfaces. However, the species of Fe(III) on CNP

was found to be dependent on the iron surface concentration (µmoles of Fe per unit area of CNP). At low Fe

loadings (3 and 10 µmol/m ), Fe(III) existed mostly as a mononuclear coordinated complex with surface

carbon atoms at an average Fe-C distance of ~2.9 Å. This Fe-C distance suggests that chelating carboxylate

groups on average were not forming a 5-membered ring geometry with Fe(III) as seen in K Fe(ox)  (Fe-C, R =

2.83 Å). To form a such pentagonal geometry with Fe(III) in the complex, carboxylate groups must be on two

neighboring carbon atoms (vicinal), which is less probable on randomly oxidized CNP surfaces. The observed

Fe-C distance was closer to that of Fe(acac)  where Fe(III) was part of a 6-membered ring geometry (Figure 8

). Multiple scattering paths were not prominent in the sample spectra, contrary to the model systems, which

suggests that the carboxylate ligands form dangling, monodentate bonds with Fe(III). To complete the

octahedron, the rest of the oxygen atoms must be donated by water or hydroxide ions (Figure 8D). Absence of

Fe-Fe backscattering in the EXAFS at low iron surface coverages rules out the formation of polynuclear Fe-

complexes or nanoparticles. The average number of backscattering C atoms at ~2.9 Å was 1.3 to 1.9.

Therefore, a plausible geometry of Fe(III) on CNP is a mononuclear Fe(III) complex coordinated to O atoms

from a combination of monodentate and bidentate carboxylate ligands on CNP. The affinity of carboxylate

groups for Fe(III) is predictable from hard-soft acid base theory (HSAB), where Fe(III) is listed as hard acid
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and carboxylate (–COO ) is a hard base. If reduction of ferric to ferrous iron occurs, the interactions could be

weaker because Fe(II) is a moderate acid species in HSAB scale. Photo-reduction of Fe(III) to Fe(II)

complexed to aqueous low molecular weight organic matter, coupled with oxalate or malonate radical

formation, are also known, where iron (hydro)oxides were unreactive.  Such photochemical conversion is

possible in complexed Fe(III) in CNP, which may increase the availability of reactive Fe(II) in carbon-rich

PM.52

At higher surface loadings on CNP, iron formed structures that were very similar to amorphous HFO. Iron

hydroxide-like particles were observed on CNP surfaces at 21–31 µmol Fe/m  surface coverage at neutral pH,

in addition to evidence for Fe mononuclear complexes. These surface loadings correspond to solution iron

concentrations (500 µM and 1000 µM) in which uptake behavior from solution changed from linear to non-

linear with increasing concentration in sorption experiments (Figure 5). The transition from surface-

coordinated mononuclear Fe(III) to Fe(III) hydroxide clusters with higher iron surface loading implies that the

chemical environment of Fe(III) on CNP depends on the number and proximity of available carboxylate

ligands on the surface. When surface sites are available on oxidized CNP, the high affinity of iron for electron-

donating oxygen functional groups is favorable over iron oxide formation. When high affinity coordination

sites are filled with Fe, the coordinated Fe sites may act as nucleation centers on CNP, and iron hydroxide or

oxyhydroxide clusters are formed. A similar mechanism was previously discussed for Fe(III) chelation to

dissolved organic matter (DOM) in solution, where at lower Fe(III) concentrations insoluble complexes were

formed, whereas at a higher Fe(III) concentration, a mixture of a coordinated phase and oxyhydroxides were

observed

Studies of airborne particulate matter (PM) show that iron is present mostly as Fe(III) and predominately as an

oxide in non-urban and non-industrial settings. However, the identity and relative abundance of specific

mineral or amorphous phases varies considerably among studies depending on the method of characterization,

particle size fraction, and mixture of PM sources. Crystalline iron oxide phases such as goethite (α-FeO(OH))

and hematite (α-Fe O ), and iron structurally substituted in phyllosilicate minerals, are most often associated

with geogenic PM, particularly in larger size fractions.  Iron from combustion sources, including coal,

transportation exhaust, biofuels, biomass, and industrial incineration is assumed to be associated with

carbonaceous materials or with silica in the case of coal combustion products.  Non-combustion iron

sources include tire, brake, and road, wear and metal abrasion products, which may include Fe(0) and various

Fe(II) or Fe(III) oxides and sulfates.47  Thus, the form of iron on particle surfaces may vary from chelated

Fe(III) to particulate Fe oxide, which are likely to have different cellular and inflammatory responses in

biological studies.

Conclusions
Chemical oxidation and adsorption of iron on carbon nanoparticle (CNP) surfaces to simulate hydrated

atmospheric processes showed oxidation of sp  carbon atoms and formation of surface carboxylate functional

groups for Fe(III) binding and nucleation. Detailed spectroscopic investigations revealed that Fe(III) was

bonded to oxidized CNP surfaces and maintained its 3+ oxidation state. Analyses of EXAFS spectra showed
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that the local bonding environment of Fe(III) depended on surface coverage on CNP. At lower loadings,

mononuclear Fe(III) complexes were preferentially formed. As the concentration of Fe(III) on CNP increased,

Fe clusters similar in local structure to amorphous hydrous ferric oxide (HFO) were formed. The driving force

for a transition from mononuclear Fe(III) to iron hydroxide could be the high affinity of Fe(III) to electron-

donating oxygens from CNP surfaces, compared to edge- and corner-shared bonding of Fe(III) octahedra

found in HFO. Thus, the nature of Fe associated with atmospherically processed particles can vary with the

degree of surface oxidation of carbon and surface concentration of soluble iron. Other factors that may

influence the speciation of Fe on CNP are the chemical composition of the iron source, temperature, presence

of other chemical species (metals, cations, anions, organic molecules), UV irradiation, aging time, and pH

conditions in the atmosphere.

The surface properties of CNP significantly affect their aggregation size, degree of hydrophobicity, and ability

to bind inorganic species and organic compounds to their surfaces. The form of surface iron associated with

CNP can lead to either coordinated Fe(III) or a hydrous ferric oxide phase, each of which is likely to have a

different biochemical response in toxicity studies. Previous studies using THP-1 macrophages showed that Fe

on the surface of silica induced lipid peroxidation and disruption, increased cytokine production (TNF-α and

IL-1β), and subsequently elevated phase II gene expression.  In order to link specific biochemical signaling

pathways to molecular scale mechanisms, investigation of the response of macrophages and other cells to

different chemical forms of Fe on the same nanoparticle surface should be examined. Engineered nanoparticles

with controlled physiochemical properties and known chemical speciation are needed to establish these

structure-activity relationships in biological response assessments of environmentally relevant particles.
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